Abstract. We consider the problem of content search and retrieval in peer-topeer (P2P) communities. P2P computing is a potentially powerful model for information sharing between ad hoc groups of users because of its low cost of entry and natural model for resource scaling. As P2P communities grow, however, locating information distributed across the large number of peers becomes problematic. We address this problem by adapting a state-of-the-art text-based document ranking algorithm, the vector-space model instantiated with the TFx-IDF ranking rule, to the P2P environment. We make three contributions: (a) we show how to approximate TFxIDF using compact summaries of individual peers' inverted indexes rather than the inverted index of the entire communal store; (b) we develop a heuristic for adaptively determining the set of peers that should be contacted for a query; and (c) we show that our algorithm tracks TFxIDF's performance very closely, giving P2P communities a search and retrieval algorithm as good as that possible assuming a centralized server.
Introduction
We consider the problem of content search and retrieval in peer-to-peer (P2P) communities. P2P computing is a potentially powerful model for information sharing between ad hoc groups of users because of its low cost of entry and explicit model for resource scaling: any two users wishing to interact can form a P2P community. As individuals join the community, they will bring resources with them, allowing the community to grow naturally. Measurements of one such community at Rutgers show over 500 users sharing over 6TB of data. Open communities such as Gnutella [11] have achieved much greater sizes.
A number of open problems must be addressed, however, before the potential of P2P computing can be realized. Content search and retrieval is one such open problem. Currently, existing communities employ either centralized directory servers [16] or various flooding algorithms [11, 5, 26] for object location when given a name. Neither provides a viable framework for content search and retrieval. On the one hand, a centralized server presents a single point of failure and limits scalability. On the other hand, while flooding techniques can in theory allow for arbitrary content searches [17] , in practice, typically only a name search, perhaps together with a limited number of attributes, is performed.
These techniques currently rely on heavy replication of popular items for successful searches. More recent works studying how to scale P2P communities have put forth more efficient and reliable distributed methods for name-based object location [15, 24, 21] . The focus, however, has remained on name-based object location because these efforts were intended to support P2P file systems, where there is a natural model for acquiring names.
As the amount of storage per person/device is rapidly growing, however, information management is becoming more difficult under the traditional file system hierarchical name space [10] . The success of Internet search engines is strong evidence that content search and retrieval is an intuitive paradigm that users can leverage to manage and access large volumes of information. While P2P groups will not grow to the size of the web, with the exploding capacity and decreasing cost of storage, even small groups will share a large amount of data. Thus, we are motivated to explore a content search and retrieval engine that provides a similar information access paradigm to Internet search engines. In particular, we present a distributed text-based ranking algorithm for content search and retrieval in the specific context of PlanetP, an infrastructure that we are building to ease the task of developing P2P information-sharing applications.
Currently, PlanetP [6] provides a framework for ad hoc sets of users to easily set up P2P information sharing communities without requiring support from any centralized server 1 . The basic idea in PlanetP is for each community member to create an inverted (word-to-document) index of the documents that it wishes to share, summarize this index in a compact form, and diffuse the summary throughout the community. Using these summaries, any member can query against and retrieve matching information from the collective information store of the community. ( We provide an overview of PlanetP and discuss the advantages of its underlying approach for P2P informationsharing in Section 2.)
Thus, the problem that we focus on is how to perform text-based content search and retrieval using the index summaries that PlanetP uses. We have adopted a vector space ranking model, using the TFxIDF algorithm suggested by Salton et al. [22] , because it is one of the currently most successful text-based ranking algorithm [25] . Under this model, a query is comprised of a set of terms. For each document in the collection, TFxIDF uses the frequency of each query term in that document and the frequency of the term across the collection to compute the likely relevance of the document to the query.
A naive application of TFxIDF would require each peer in a community to have access to the inverted index of the entire communal store. This is costly both in terms of bandwidth and storage. Instead, we show how TFxIDF can be approximated given PlanetP's compact summaries of peers' inverted indexes. (Note that while we present adaptation in the specific context of PlanetP, it should be generally applicable to any framework that maintains some approximate information about the global index at each peer.)
We make three contributions:
1. we show how the TFxIDF rule can be adapted to rank the peers in the order of their likelihood to have relevant documents, as well as rank the retrieved documents in the absence of complete global information; 2. we develop a heuristic for adaptively determining the set of peers that should be contacted for a query; and 3. using five benchmark collections from Smart [3] and TREC [13] , we show that our algorithm matches TFxIDF's performance, despite the accuracy that it gives up by using only summaries of the individual inverted indexes rather than the inverted index of the entire communal store. Furthermore, our algorithm preserves the main flavor of TFxIDF, returning close to the same sets of documents for particular queries.
PlanetP trades some bandwidth for good search performance. Using our heuristics, PlanetP nearly matches the search performance (we will define performance metrics more precisely later in Section 4) of TFxIDF but, on average, will contact 20-40% more peers than if the entire inverted index was kept at each peer 2 .
PlanetP: Overview
PlanetP is an infrastructure that we are building to support the indexing, searching and retrieval of information spread across a dynamic community of peers, possibly running on a set of heterogeneous devices [6] . This section briefly discusses relevant features and design/implementation details of PlanetP to provide context for the rest of the paper. The basic data block in PlanetP is an XML snippet. These snippets contain text, from which we extract terms to be indexed 3 , and possibly links (XPointers) to external files. To share an XML document, the user publishes the document to PlanetP, which indexes the document and stores a copy of it in a local data store. To share a non-XML document, the user publishes an XML snippet that contains a pointer to the file and possibly additional description of the file. PlanetP indexes the XML snippet and the external file if it is of a known type (e.g., PDF, Postscript, text, etc.). Also, PlanetP stores the XML snippet in the local data store but not the external file itself.
PlanetP uses a Bloom filter [1] to summarize the index of each peer. Briefly, a Bloom filter is an array of bits used to represent some set Once a peer has computed its Bloom filter, it diffuses it throughout the community using a gossiping algorithm [7, 6] . (This algorithm is also used to maintain a directory 2 40% only when we average over runs where we assume that users are willing to sort through a very large number of retrieved documents to find what he is looking for. Further, our stopping heuristic currently allows for overly aggressive growth in peers contacted as a function of both community size and of the number of documents to be returned. We are tuning this function to reduce the number of peers contacted without degrading TFxIPF's accuracy. 3 Currently, we do not make use of the structure provided by XML tags. We plan to extend PlanetP to make use of this structure in the near future.
of peers currently on-line.) Each peer can then query for communal content by querying against the Bloom filters that it has collected. For example, a peer ¥ can look for all documents containing the word car by testing for car in each of the Bloom filters. Suppose that this results in "hits" in the Bloom filters of peers can have a document containing the word car-because Bloom filters can never give false negatives.
Our approach of diffusing index-summaries using Bloom filters has a number of advantages, the most significant of which are: (1) The Bloom filter is an efficient summary mechanism, minimizing the required bandwidth and storage at each node. In appendix A, we show that PlanetP only needs approximately 1% of the total data indexed to summarize the community's content. (2) Previous studies of file systems have shown that a majority of files change very slowly [20, 8] . If P2P information collections display the same characteristic, then, using Bloom filters, PlanetP will place very little load on the community for searches against this bulk of slowly changing data. (3) Peers can independently trade-off accuracy for storage. For example, a peer may choose to combine the filters of several peers to save space; the trade-off is that must now contact this set of peers whenever a query hits on this combined filter. This ability for independently trading accuracy for storage is particularly useful for peers running on memory-constrained devices (e.g., hand-held devices). (4) A peer can know that documents relevant to a query might exist on peers that are currently off-line. Thus, instead of missing these documents as in current systems, the searching peer could arrange to rendezvous with the off-line peers when they reconnect to obtain the needed information.
Using simulation, we have shown that PlanetP can easily scale to community sizes of several thousands. For example, using a gossiping rate of once per second 4 , PlanetP can propagate a Bloom filter containing 1000 terms in less than 40 seconds for a community with 1000 peers. This spread of information requires an average of 24KB/s per peer. For communities connected by low bandwidth links, we can reduce the gossiping rate: reducing the gossiping rate to once every 30 seconds would require 9 minutes to diffuse a new Bloom filter, requiring an average of 2KB/s bandwidth.
Distributed Content Search and Retrieval in PlanetP
The main problem that we are addressing in this paper is how to search for and retrieve documents relevant to a query posed by some member of a PlanetP community. Given a collection of text documents, the problem of retrieving the subset that is relevant to a particular query has been studied extensively (e.g., [22, 19] ). Currently, one of the most successful techniques for addressing this problem is the vector space ranking model [22] . Thus, we decided to adapt this technique for use in PlanetP. In this section, we first briefly provide some background on vector space based document ranking, then we present our heuristics to adapt this technique to PlanetP's environment.
Vector Space Ranking
In a vector space ranking model, each document and query is abstractly represented as a vector, where each dimension is associated with a distinct term (word); the space would have dimensions if there were possible distinct terms. The value of each component of the vector represents the importance of that word (typically referred to as the weight of the word) to that document or query. Then, given a query, we rank the relevance of documents to that query by measuring the similarity between the query's vector and each of the candidate document's vectors. The similarity between two vectors is generally measured as the cosine of the angle between them, computable using the following equation: 
, on the other hand, means that # has every term that is in . Typically,
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is dropped from the denominator of equation 1 since it is constant for all the documents.
A popular method for assigning term weights is called the TFxIDF rule. The basic idea behind TFxIDF is that by using some combination of term frequency (TF) in a document with the inverse of how often that term shows up in documents in the collection (IDF), we can balance: (a) the fact that terms frequently used in a document are likely important to describe its meaning, and (b) terms that appear in many documents in a collection are not useful for differentiating between these documents for a particular query. For example, if we look at a collection of papers published in an Operating Systems conference, we will find that the terms Operating System appears in every document and therefore cannot be used to differentiate between the relevance of these documents.
Existing literature includes several ways of implementing the TFxIDF rule [22] . In our work, we adopt the following system of equations as suggested by Witten et al. [25] : 
where
the number of terms in document D.
Given a collection of documents, current search engines implement this ranking algorithm by constructing an inverted index over the collection [25] . This index associates a list of documents with each term, the weight of the term for each document, and the positions where the terms appear. Further, information like the inverse document frequency (IDF) and other useful statistics are also added to the index to speed up query processing. An engine can then use this inverted index to quickly determine the subset of documents that contain one or more terms in some query , and to compute the vectors needed for equation 2. Then, the engine can rank the documents according to their similarity to the query and present the results to the user.
Search and Retrieval in PlanetP
We cannot implement the above relevance ranking directly in PlanetP because we do not have all the necessary information. Instead, we approximate this function by breaking the ranking problem into two sub-problems: (1) ranking peers according to the likelihood of each peer having documents relevant to the query, and (2) deciding on the number of peers to contact and ranking the documents returned by these peers. . Intuitively, this scheme gives peers that contain all terms in a query the highest ranking. Peers that contain different subsets of terms are ranked according to the power of these terms for differentiating between peers with potentially relevant documents.
The selection problem. As communities grow in size, it is neither feasible nor desirable to contact a large subset of peers for each query. Thus, once we have established a relevance ordering of peers for a query, we must then decide how many of them to contact. To address this problem, we first assume that the user specifies an upper limit on the number of documents that should be returned in response to a query. Then, a simple solution to the selection problem would be to contact the peers one by one, in the order of their relevance ranking, until we have retrieved documents.
As shall be seen in Section 4, however, this obvious approach leads to terrible performance as measured by the percentage of relevant documents returned. The reason behind this poor performance is that, when a peer is contacted, it may return say ¥ documents. In most cases, not all ¥ returned documents are highly relevant to the query. Thus, by stopping immediately once we have retrieved documents, a large subset of the retrieved documents may have very little relevance to the query.
To address this problem, we introduce the following heuristic for adaptively determining a stopping point. Given a relevance ordering of peers, contact them one-by-one from top to bottom. Maintain a relevance ordering of the documents returned using
where g is the size of the community. Note that while we have presented the above algorithm as contacting peers one-byone, to reduce query response time, we might choose to contact peers in groups of ¥ peers at a time. Such a parallel algorithm trades off potentially contacting some peers unnecessarily for shorter response time.
Evaluating PlanetP's Search Heuristics
We now turn to assessing the performance of TFxIPF together with our adaptive stopping heuristic as implemented in PlanetP. We measure performance using two accepted metrics, recall ( ) and precision (d ), which are defined as follows: R % ( ' no. relevant docs. presented to the user total no. relevant docs. in collection
no. relevant docs. presented to the user total no. docs. presented to the user (6) where is the query posted by the user. R % captures the fraction of relevant documents a search and retrieval algorithm is able to identify and present to the user.
describes how much irrelevant material the user may have to look through to find the relevant material. Ideal performance is given by 100% recall and 100% precision. We assess the performance of PlanetP by comparing its achieved recall and precision against the original TFxIDF algorithm. If we can match the TFxIDF's performance, then we can be confident that PlanetP provides state-of-the-art search and retrieval capabilities 5 , despite the accuracy that it gives up by gossiping Bloom filters rather than the entire inverted index. Finally, in addition to recall and precision, we also examine the average number of peers that must be contacted per query under PlanetP. Ideally, we would want to contact as few peers as possible to minimize resource usage per query. We study the number of peers that must be contacted as a function of the number of documents the user is willing to view and the size of the community.
Trace Queries Documents Number of words Collection size (MBs)

Experimental Environment
We use five collections of documents (and associated queries and human relevance ranking) to measure PlanetP's performance; Table 1 presents the main characteristics of these collections. Four of the collections, CACM, MED, CRAN, and CISI were previously collected and used by Buckley to evaluate Smart [3] . These collections are comprised of small fragments of text and summaries and so are relatively small in size. The last collection, AP89, was extracted from the TREC collection [13] and includes full articles from Associated Press published in 1989.
To measure PlanetP's recall and precision on the above collections, we built a simulator that first distributes documents across a set of virtual peers and then runs and evaluates different search and retrieval algorithms. To compare PlanetP with TFxIDF, we assume the following optimistic implementation of TFxIDF: each peer in the community has the full inverted index and word count needed to run TFxIDF using ranking equation 2. For each query, TFxIDF would compute the top ranking documents and then contact the exact peers required to retrieve these documents. In both cases, TFx-IDF and TFxIPF, the simulator will pre-process the traces by doing stop word removal and stemming. The former tries to eliminate frequently used words like "the", "of", etc. and the second tries to conflate words to their root (e.g. "running" becomes "run").
We study PlanetP's performance under two different distributions of documents among peers in the community: (a) uniform, and (b) Weibull. We study a uniform distribution of documents because it presents the worst case for a distributed search and retrieval algorithm. The documents relevant to a query are likely spread across a large number of peers. The distributed search algorithm must find all these peers and contact them.
The motivation for studying a Weibull distribution arises from measurements of current P2P file-sharing communities. For example, Saroiu et al. found that 7% of the users in the Gnutella community share more files than all the rest together [23] . We have also studied a community that may be representative of future communities based on PlanetP; students with access to the Rutgers's dormitory network have created a filesharing community comprised of more than 500 users, sharing more than 6TB of data. Studying this community, we observed a data distribution that is very similar to that found by Saroiu et al., where 9% of the users are responsible for providing the majority of the files in the community. Using the collected data, we fitted a Weibull distribution with parameters (f
) and used it to drive the partitioning of a collection among a simulated community.
Search and Retrieval
To evaluate PlanetP's search and retrieval performance, we assume that when posting a query, the user also provides the parameter , which is the maximum number of documents that he is willing to accept in answer to a query. Figure 1 plots TFxIDF's and PlanetP's average recall and precision over all provided queries as functions of for the MED and AP89 collections. We only show results for the MED collection instead of all four Smart collections to save space. Results for the MED collection is representative of all four. We refer the reader to our web site, http://www.panic-lab.rutgers.edu/, for results for all collections.
We make several observations. First, using TFxIPF and our adaptive stopping condition, PlanetP tracks the performance of TFxIDF closely. For the AP89 collection, PlanetP performs slightly worse than TFxIDF for X p q § I but catches up for larger 's. For the MED collection, PlanetP gives nearly identical recall and precision to TFx-IDF. In fact, at large , TFxIPF slightly outperforms TFxIDF. While the performance difference is negligible, it is interesting to consider how TFxIPF can outperform TFx-IDF; this is possible since TFxIDF is not always correct. In this case, TFxIPF is finding lower ranked documents that were determined to be relevant to queries, while some of the highly ranked documents returned by TFxIDF, but not TFxIPF, were not relevant.
Second, PlanetP's adaptive stopping heuristic is critical to performance. If we simply stopped retrieving documents as soon as we have gotten documents, recall and precision would be much worse than TFxIDF, as shown by the IPF First-k curves. Finally, as expected, as increases, recall improves at the expense of precision, although for both collections, precision was still relatively high for large 's (e.g., at r ' s m b I
, precision is about 40% and recall is about 60% for the MED collection.) Figure 1 plotted the performance of PlanetP against for a single community size: 100 peers for MED and 400 peers for AP89. In Figure 2a , we plot the recall when is 20 against community size to study PlanetP's scalability. We only show results for the AP89 collection as the others were too small to accommodate a wide range of community sizes. We show the performance of TFxIPF with two variants of the stopping heuristic: one that is a function of both and g , the number of peers, and one that is just a function of . We make two observations. First, PlanetP's recall remains constant even when the community size changes by an order of magnitude, from 100 to 1000 peers. Second, the fact that our adaptive stopping heuristic is a function of both and community size is critical. When the adaptive stopping heuristic only accounts for varying , recall degrades as community size grows. This is because the relevant documents become spread out more thinly among peers as the community size increase. Thus, the stopping heuristic should allow PlanetP to widen its search by contacting more peers.
Number of Peers Contacted
To better understand the effects of our adaptive stopping heuristic, we present in Figures  2c and 2d the number of nodes contacted when using TFxIDF and all variants of TFxIPF as well as the lower bound on the number of nodes that need to be contacted. To compute the lower bound, we sort the nodes according to the number of relevant documents they store (assuming global knowledge of the human ranking) and then we plot the lowest number of nodes needed to get relevant documents (for 100% precision). Note that the lower bound is different than the number of peers contacted by TFxIDF because it is based on the provided human relevance measure (which is binary), not the TFxIDF ranking.
Again, we make several observations. First, our adaptive stopping heuristic is critical for increasing recall with increasing because it causes more nodes to be contacted. In fact, to match TFxIDF's performance, PlanetP has to contact more peers than TFx-IDF at large 's. This is because PlanetP has less information than assumed for TFxIDF, and so may contact peers that don't have highly ranked documents. On the other hand, simply stopping as soon as we have retrieved potentially relevant document gives very little growth in the number of peers contacted. As a result, it contacts many less peers than the lower bound imposed by the relevance judgments. This helps to explain the recall and precision for the various algorithms shown earlier. Second, beyond a certain , 50 for MED and 150 for TREC, PlanetP starts to contact significantly more peers than TFxIDF. At corresponding u t t v , PlanetP's recall improves relative to TFxIDF: PlanetP outperforms TFxIDF slightly for MED and becomes essentially equal to TFxIDF. This implies that either equation 4 is too strongly dependent on or that the relationship is not linear. We are currently working to refine our stopping heuristic to see whether we can reduce the number of peers contacted at large without degrading performance too much. Third, PlanetP has to work much harder under the uniform distribution because relevant documents are spread out throughout the community. Thus, actual observations of Weibull-like distributions with shape parameters of 0.7 actually work in favor of a distributed search and retrieval engine such as PlanetP. Note that the results for PlanetP under the uniform distribution is not directly comparable to those for TFxIDF because we only studied TFxIDF under the Weibull distribution; we did not study TFxIDF under the uniform distribution because the distribution does not change TFxIDF's recall and precision; only the number of peers contacted. Finally, our adaptive stopping heuristic allows PlanetP to work well regardless of the distribution of relevant documents. It allows PlanetP to widen its search when documents are more spread out. It helps PlanetP to contract its search when the documents are more concentrated.
Finally, we study the effect of making our adaptive stopping heuristic a function of community size; Figure 2b plots the number of nodes contacted against community size for the AP89 collection for TFxIPF with an adaptive stopping heuristic that adapts to the community size and one that does not. Previously, we saw that adapting to community size was important to maintain a constant recall as community size increase. This figure shows the reason: if we do not adapt to community size, the stopping heuristic throttles the number of peers contacted too quickly. With increasing community size, the number of nodes contacted drops below that of TFxIDF, resulting in lower recall as previously shown.
Does PlanetP Retrieve Similar Documents to TFxIDF?
We conclude our study of PlanetP's search and retrieval algorithm by considering whether the modified TFxIPF rule finds the same set of relevant documents as TFxIDF. Comparing the sets of results returned, for the MED collection, by TFxIDF and TFxIPF at recall levels between 14% and 44%, we found intersections of 68% to 79%. We only studied the intersections for low recall values because at high recall, by definition, the intersection will approach 100%. Having, on average, an intersection close to 70%, indicates that TFxIPF finds essentially the same set of relevant documents as TFxIDF. This gives us confidence that our adaptations did not change the essential ideas behind TFxIDF's ranking.
Related Work
While current P2P systems such as Napster [16] , Gnutella [11] , and KaZaA [14] have been tremendously successful for music and video sharing communities, their search engines have been frustratingly limited. Our goal for PlanetP is to increase the power with which users can locate information in P2P communities. Also, we have focused more tightly on text-based information, which is more appropriate for collections of scientific documents, legal documents, inventory databases, etc.
In contrast to existing systems, recent research efforts in P2P seek to provide the illusion of having a global hash table shared by all members of the community. Frameworks like Tapestry [27] , Pastry [21] , Chord [24] and CAN [18] use different techniques to spread (key, value) pairs across the community and to route queries from any member to where the data is stored. These systems differ from PlanetP in two key design decisions. First, in PlanetP, we explicitly decided to replicate the global directory everywhere using gossiping, which limits PlanetP's scalability. The advantage that we get, however, is that we do not have to worry about what happens to parts of the global hash table if members sign off abruptly from the community. Also, the entire community collaborate to spread information about what each peer has to share, instead of putting the publishing burden entirely on the sharing peer. Second, we have focused on content search and retrieval, attempting to provide a similar service to web search engines, which none of these systems have explored.
More related to PlanetP's information retrieval goals, Cori [4] and Gloss [12] address the problems of database selection and ranking fusion on distributed collections. Recent studies done by French et al. [9] show that both scale well to 900 nodes. Although they are based on different ranking techniques, the two rely on similar collection statistics. In both cases the amount of information used to rank nodes is significantly smaller than having a global inverted index. Gloss needs only 2% of the space used by a global index. Both Gloss and Cori assume the existence of a server (or a hierarchy of servers) that will be available for users to decide which collections to contact. In PlanetP we want to empower peers to work autonomously and therefore we distribute Bloom filters widely so they can answer queries even on the presence of network and node failures.
Conclusions
P2P computing is a potentially powerful model for information sharing between ad hoc communities of users. As P2P communities grow in size, however, locating information distributed across the large number of peers becomes problematic. In this paper, we have presented a text-based ranking algorithm for content search and retrieval. Our thesis is that the search paradigm, where a small set of relevant terms is used to locate documents, is as natural as locating documents by name. To be useful, however, the search and retrieval algorithm must successfully locate the information the user is searching for, without presenting too much unrelated information.
To explore content search and retrieval in P2P communities, we have approximated a state-of-the-art text-based document ranking algorithm, the vector-space model, instantiated with the TFxIDF ranking rule, in PlanetP. A naive implementation of TFxIDF would require each peer in a community to have access to the inverted index of the entire community. Instead, we show how TFxIDF can be approximated given a compact summary (the Bloom filter) of each peer's inverted index. We make three contributions: (a) we show how the TFxIDF rule can be adapted to use the summaries of individual indexes, (b) we provide a heuristic for adaptively determining the set of peers that should be contacted for a query, and (c) we have shown that our algorithm tracks TFxIDF's performance very closely, regardless of how documents are distributed throughout the community. Finally, our algorithm preserves the main flavor of TFxIDF by returning much the same set of documents for a particular query. Our results provide evidence that distributed content search and retrieval in P2P communities can perform as well as search and retrieval algorithms based on the use of centralized servers.
Appendix A -PlanetP's memory usage
In this appendix, we present how we estimated the amount of memory needed by each PlanetP's member to keep track of the community's content. Note that the memory usage depends mainly on the Bloom filter size and the number of peers on the community. In our calculation we have chosen Bloom filters that are able to store each peer's set of terms with less than 5% of false positives. For example, if we spread the AP89 collection across a community of 1000 peers, each peer will receive on average 4500 terms. On this scenario a 4.6KB filter will store a single peer's data, which means that the whole community can be summarized with 4.6MB of memory. Because nodes exchange filters in compressed form, the bandwidth required by a single node to gather the remaining 999 filters will be 3.3MB. 
